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that two loving parents are equally good regardless of 
gender, and certainly better than orphanage care.

• “Marriages are intended for procreation.” Certainly there 
was much assumption about this in previous centuries, 
and the Roman Catholic church’s official policies on birth 
control still reflect this as does the Protestant “Quiverfull” 
movement. However, we encourage marriages between 
infertile heterosexual couples all the time – either by 
age, or disability, or genetics. It would be seen as cruel to 
divorce a partner simply because they could not medi-
cally have kids.

I believe that just as Jesus asked, “Was the Sabbath made 
for humankind, or humankind for the Sabbath?”, we can ask 
whether humans were made to fit into an absolute, unchanging 
institution called marriage, or whether marriage was created to 
help humans—perhaps including gay humans?—live wisely 
and well in this world.

For me, marriage is about covenanted commitment before 
God between two people, to care for and encourage the life and 
love of the other, in self-sacrificing love, which reflects the love 
of God for each one of us. I believe there need be no difference 
there for same-sex couples, if we can see it outside of our con-
temporary cultural biases.

#TODO: Consider adding “Study Guide”?
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statement of regret and apology for this position.
On this side of the debate, we can rejoice in knowing that 

it was convicted, inspired Christians who worked hard for 
freedom of the slaves. We certainly cannot blame Christians 
or the Bible solely for the institution of slavery, or for the 450 
years it existed based directly on an appeal to racial inferiority 
(treating people differently based on genetics). However, I think 
it is valid to recognize the responsibility that a widely accepted 
interpretation of the Bible had in giving support to the institu-
tion for many centuries.

Universal Support for Antisemitism

Another tragic mis-interpretation of Scripture can be found 
in near-universal church support for antisemitism until after 
World War II. It’s hard for most of us today to fathom that this 
was true because it’s not something we have experienced in our 
lifetimes. Support from 2,000 years of tradition, church leaders, 
and specific verses in Scripture had Protestant, Catholic and 
Orthodox churches united against the Jews as a cursed race. It 
was not until we saw the results of 
these attitudes and policies in the 
aftermath of the Holocaust that we 
realized we had to change how we 
viewed this part of our faith.

By the end of his life, Martin 
Luther had switched from a sup-
porter of the Jews to a strong antise-
mitic. He wrote a book called “On 
the Jews and Their Lies” in which he 
urged for the destruction of homes 

and synagogues, forbidding religious teaching, confiscation of 
valuables (until they convert to Christianity), forced labor, and 
eviction from the country. He even wrote “...we are at fault in not 
slaying them...” at one point, which had an enormous impact 
400 years later in the Lutheran churches of Germany.

Dr. David Gushee, an evangelical Southern Baptist scholar 
specializing in Holocaust study and Christian Ethics, writes that 
during World War II some Jews seeking help from Christians 
were met with explanations of why they would not be helped, 
supported by passages in the Bible and from the writings of 
early church fathers. It took a willingness to look past church 
teachings and see people in need for help to be given.

Fortunately, the church felt forced to go back to those 
Scriptures after being confronted with the horror of the 
Holocaust. Within a short period most changed their interpre-
tations of what had appeared to be very clear verses for nearly 
2,000 years. Sadly, there are still some conservative churches in 
America who teach that the Jews are an eternally cursed race.11

Can those who are divorced remarry and stay in the church?

Traditionally churches generally agreed that Scripture clearly 
taught (Mark 10:10-12) that all divorced people, regardless of 
fault or reason, were banned from remarriage (if divorce was 
even allowed). Since the person they had been married to was 
still living, it was considered to be a form of ongoing adultery, 
not just a one-time problem. This seems related to some of the 
current theological arguments about the difference between a 
single committed sin and living in ongoing sinful practices.

11 Thanks to Dr. Gushee’s research, found in Changing Our Minds or online 
at http://www.reformationproject.org/gushee-endingcontempt
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“But before they lay down, the men of the city,  
the men of Sodom, both young and old,  

all the people to the last man,  
surrounded the house;  
and they called to Lot,  

‘Where are the men who came to you tonight?  
Bring them out to us, so that we may know them.’”

— Genesis 19:4-5

The Tale of Sodom  
and Gomorrah 

The story of the destruction of the cities of Sodom and 
Gomorrah has long been associated with sex between men in 
the lore of our Western culture. The term “sodomy” and the 
label “sodomite” are derived directly from the city named in 
the 19th chapter of Genesis. We turn to this passage first in our 
exploration of the Bible and homosexuality because of its early 
chronological position in Scripture, the foundations it gives 
us for further discussion, and also because it’s one of the most 
straight-forward passages to study.

I will start each of our study sections with questions which 
will form the structure of each discussion. You may not agree 

with some of the answers I suggest, but I hope you’ll find the 
process valuable and illuminating anyway.

Here are the questions we’ll seek to answer in this chapter:

1. What happened in Sodom, and why?
2. What can we learn from how this episode is referenced 

throughout the Bible?
3. What can this teach us about how ancient people 

viewed the genders and sex?

The Sin of Sodom

First, let’s look at our primary text, Genesis 19, within the 
Scriptural and historical context. Then we’ll take a look at a few 
other passages that reference the topic.

Background on the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah

Our story starts with Abraham. He has settled in the region 
of Canaan, in Hebron, after his nephew Lot chooses the fertile, 
wealthy plain near the Jordan filled with cities. Lot pitches his 
tent near Sodom, filled with people described as “...wicked, great 
sinners against the Lord.” (Genesis 13:13) Archeologists don’t 
agree on exactly where the original city might have been situ-
ated, but the assumption is that it was near what we now call 
the Dead Sea. This would put it in the Jordan Rift Valley near 
significant amounts of flammable gas, sulfur and asphalt.

While our primary narrative is in the 19th chapter, we can 
gain some more background knowledge about the twin cities 
of Sodom and Gomorrah in a previous chapter. This gives us 
insight into what the cities are known for.
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tribe and not an official citizen of the tribe of Benjamin.
Once again, the men of the town surround the house demand-

ing sex with the Levite. Once again, the host offers two women 
to the mob—his virgin daughter and the Levite’s concubine. 
The crowd “would not listen to him” (Judges 19:25). However, in 
this story the Levite grabs his concubine and pushes her outside 
to the men who rape and abuse her all night. At dawn she returns 
and falls on the threshold of the host’s house, and is found there, 
apparently unconscious or dead, by her husband. He reacts with 
by saying: “Get up, we are going.” When she doesn’t answer, he 
loads her onto the back of a donkey and heads out of town.

In one of the most gruesome accounts in the Bible, the Levite 
takes the woman’s body home, cuts it into pieces, and sends it 
around the tribes to ask for vengeance against the Benjamites. 
The invitation is so enthusiastically and effectively accepted that 
they nearly wipe the tribe out. This leads to yet another crisis 
of heredity, and another disturbing story of mass destruction 
and rape which could have something to say about the failure of 
reacting to violence with more violence.

When the Levite gives his testimony of the crimes of the 
people of Gibeah before the battle with the Benjamites, he 
describes the events and motives very differently than we might 
have thought:

They intended to kill me,  
and they raped my concubine until she died. 

— Judges 20:5

Note that the man did not seem worried about being raped, 
but about being killed! He saw the actions of the crowd being 
about a desire for violence and not about sexual desire.

Now, how does this compare to the much earlier account in 
Genesis? To highlight the parallels between the two stories, I’ve 
compiled details of the events in a comparison table below:

Event Sodom (Genesis 19) Gibeah (Judges 19)

Protagonists: Two angels Levite and concubine

Previous generous host: Abraham Father-in-law

City of event: Sodom (Canaanite) Gibeah (Israelite)

Seeking hospitality in: Town square Town square

Who offers hospitality? Lot (resident alien) Old man (resident alien)

Request of residents: “we may ‘know’ them” “we may have intercourse 
with him”

Counter-offer by host: Virgin daughters Virgin daughter and 
concubine

Reaction of town: Host threatened as 
outsider

Only interested in outsider 
concubine

End of encounter: Men struck blind by 
angels

Concubine raped and 
killed

Final judgement: Cities destroyed Tribe (nearly) destroyed

Genetic line continues: Through incest Through massacre & rape

Now that we can see how strong so many of the parallels 
are, I think it’s valid to assume we can apply some observations 
back and forth between the stories. We might learn more about 
the culture and practices of the time that give insight to our 
main questions.

The Benjaminite mob reject the offer of women from the host, 
but are satisfied with raping (and killing!) a visiting woman 
instead of a man. Can this be about homosexual desire, or is it 
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something else?
The Levite testifies that “they intended to kill me.” Is it possible 

this is about extreme inhospitality—violence against strangers 
in the town—instead of sexual desire?

Summary analysis of our stories

Before we look further into the Scriptures for more insight 
into these events, let’s look back at the Genesis and Judges texts 
one more time. There are a few points worth considering.

It’s important to remember that the judgement of Sodom 
and Gomorrah is declared well before the angels are threatened 
in Genesis 19, and it goes back to descriptions of the cities’ 
behaviors in previous chapters (it’s not likely that this is a 
predictive-judgement when the angels talk to Abraham). We 
can likely only see the events recorded here as symptoms or 
examples of at least part of why the judgement is given. We may 
learn more about this from other verses in the Bible that refer-
ence this event and the sins, which is coming up next.

Abraham and Lot’s hospitality and provision for strangers 
is contrasted with the rest of the city-dwellers of Sodom. This 
is the same for the Levite’s experience with his father-in-law in 
a city of Judea and with a fellow Ephraimite, compared to his 
treatment in a city of Israel.

Every male person in Sodom is described as coming to Lot’s 
door, not a smaller subset of the population (current modern 
estimates say that roughly 90-95% of people are naturally het-
erosexual). In Judges, it’s not all the men, but they are equally 
satisfied with raping a woman.

Also notice that Lot offers his daughters up to be raped! This 
is how seriously he takes his responsibility to care for absolute 

strangers under his roof. Unfortunately, this also gives us a hint 
about how women were valued in his culture as well. We see this 
dismissive attitude toward women even more strongly in how 
the Levite treats his concubine in Judges 19.

The men of the city seem to have something against Lot as 
a temporary resident, instead of a citizen. In Judges, again only 
the “outsider” takes in the outsiders.

Finally, the timing of the events in both stories brings another 
story to mind that’s a little closer to home. Both sets of visitors 
in town are safe until sundown, but not welcome afterward. 
My hometown of Siloam Springs, Arkansas is also the home of 
my alma-mater, the evangelical Christian college John Brown 
University. It was founded in 1919 by an evangelist as a place 
to instill conservative Christian values in the head, heart and 
hands of its white students. Another thing that Siloam Springs 
prided itself on in that same year, as shown in the flyer below, 
is the lack of “Malaria, Mosquitos, and Negroes”. It was one of 
Arkansas’ Sundown Towns where all African Americans were 

Postcard advertising the benefits of Siloam Springs, AR in 1919
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told to leave before sunset or risk lynching. A sobering reminder 
of the pain in our recent past.

Now that we’ve thoroughly covered the original events in 
Sodom and Gomorrah, and compared the parallel account in 
Judges, it’s time to move on and see if we can learn more from 
references to the cities in other areas of Scripture.

Finding Sodom throughout the Bible

The events in Sodom are a popular reference point through-
out the Bible as an example of the consequences of sin. I found 
18 verses in the Tanakh, and 10 in the New Testament, that 
contain the city name of “Sodom”. They can be grouped into 12 
topics, as shown here:

1. The completion of the giving of the law (Deuteronomy)

2. The prophecies of Isaiah (chapters 1, 3 and 13)

3. The prophecies of Jeremiah (chapters 23, 49, 50)

4. The prophecies of Ezekiel (chapter 16)

5. The fourth Lamentation (chapter 4)

6. Indictment of the proud women in the book of Amos 
(chapter 4)

7. Moab and the Ammonites condemned (Zephaniah)

8. Jesus sends out the disciples, with warnings (Matthew, 

Mark and Luke)

9. Paul references Isaiah (Romans)

10. Peter reassures the tempted faithful (2 Peter)

11. A warning of sins and judgement ( Jude)

12. Rejection of God’s messengers (Revelation)

Now, let’s work briefly through each of these references to 

see what we can learn.

Deuteronomy: A warning to Israel at the end of the giving of the law

“...all its soil burned out by sulfur and salt, nothing planted, 
nothing sprouting, unable to support any vegetation,  
like the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, Admah and 
Zeboiim, which the Lord destroyed in his fierce anger.” 
 — Deuteronomy 29:23

In the first reference, we see Moses warning the people 
to follow God lest they end up like Sodom and Gomorrah. 
In context, he’s closing all the instructions in the book of 
Deuteronomy with this vivid lesson. He seems to be emphasiz-
ing the temptation of idol worship specifically in this warning.

In the second reference in Deuteronomy a few chapters later 
(Deuteronomy 32:32) the abandonment of Yahweh worship for 
idolatry and demon worship is more clearly compared to the 

“grapes” (the produce) of Sodom.

Isaiah: The nation of Israel compared to Sodom and Gomorrah

“Hear the word of the Lord, 
you rulers of Sodom! 
Listen to the teaching of our God, 
you people of Gomorrah!” 

— Isaiah 1:10

Throughout the first chapter of the book of the prophet Isaiah, 
we see that the nation of Judah (Israel is already conquered and 
deported) is compared to the people of Sodom and Gomorrah. 
The direct reference is named in verses 9 and 10 —the center of 
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• These stories also give us a glimpse of how men and 
women were viewed in ancient cultures. The devaluing of 
women in favor of men is quite disturbing, and may help 
us understand some later passages as well.

Let’s move on to a passage in the Law that is much more 
clearly describing and condemning at least a certain form of 
same-gender sexual activity.

“You shall not lie with a male as with a woman;  
it is an abomination.” 

— Leviticus 18:22 (NRSV)

An Abomination  
in Leviticus 18:22

Now we come to a section of the Tanakh which gives the Law 
for the Israelite nation. These commandments and expectations 
are spread throughout the Torah or “Teaching” (first five books), 
but we will focus on the book of Leviticus for this discussion. 
There are two parallel verses in chapters 18 and 20. We’ll take 
them one at a time, starting with Leviticus 18:22.

Once again, we’ll get started with some questions. Here are 
what comes to my mind when reading this verse:

1. How do we apply this verse today, keeping in mind how 
we treat the old laws in general?

2. Does the historic and textual context of the verse 
add any helpful information about the intent of 
this prohibition?

3. What is an abomination (הָבֵעוֹּת – Toebah or Toevah) 
and what can we learn from this word?
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accept every assumption in the Law about sex and marriage. For 
example, here are some sexual codes we do not consider to have 
lasting authority today:

• Sex during a woman’s menstrual period is a sin (Leviticus 

18:19, 20:18).
• Divorce granted if a husband “[finds] something objection-

able about [his wife]” (Deuteronomy 24:1)
• Forced marriage of a rapist (only if caught in the act) to 

the victim if she is an unengaged virgin (Deuteronomy 

22:28-29)
• Levirate marriage (marrying your brother’s wife when he 

dies) is an important moral duty (Deuteronomy 25:5-6)
• Assumption of having multiple wives (Deuteronomy 

21:15-17) and concubines.
Setting these questions aside for now, let’s proceed with 

the assumption that we might need to keep the “lie with a 
man” prohibition applicable today along with the majority of 
the sexual and idol worship prohibitions. We’ll leave the exact 
ramifications of that for later.

Now that we’ve looked at the general context of the Law, let’s 
dig deeper into the particular prohibition we’re focusing on.

What is the book and chapter context of this verse?

Our first key verse is found in three-quarters through 
what appears to be a self-contained chapter in the middle of 
Leviticus, within a section know as the “Holiness Code”. The 
book of Leviticus in general is focused on religious practices for 
the nation of Israel, and this latter half moves on from instruc-
tions to the priests and cleanliness codes to instructions for the 

people to be holy (“set apart from the nations”).
Chapter 18 begins by declaring that the point of rules con-

tained there are to set apart Israel from the nations around them. 
In the English translations I’ve looked at, the chapter is typically 
divided into four segments:

1. Introduction: leave behind practices from Egypt and 
Canaan and live in God’s practices

2. Instructions against sex with close relations.
3. Instructions against what appear to be a mixture 

of mostly sexual things, where we find our verse 
labeled an “abomination”.

4. Conclusion: a reminder to follow these rules so that you 
will not be cast out from your people or your land.

A closer look at the immediate context

Let’s look more closely at part 3. At first glance, the immedi-
ately surrounding verses may not seem very helpful in our study, 
but let’s list them out here and take another look:

1. Don’t have sex with a menstruating woman.
2. Don’t have sex with your neighbor / kinsman’s wife.

3. Don’t give your “offspring” to Molech – 
profaning the name of God.

4. Don’t lie with a man as you do a woman.
5. Don’t you (implying “men” at the time) or any women 

have sex with animals.

The center verse seems oddly out of place at first glance since 
it seems to be referring to child sacrifice when the rest are just 
about sex. Maybe we should look into that further to see if there 
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2. In context, the prohibition against male-with-male sex 
could be referring specifically to pagan sexual worship 
practices that were in active use in surrounding nations.

3. The attachment of the word toevah (“abomination”) to 
a prohibition has no extra, unique lasting significance 
for us today, but it is fairly often linked to idolatrous 
worship practices.

My personal conclusion after studying this verse in-depth 
and in context is that there is enough evidence for a connection 
to pagan cult worship rituals to make it hard to be sure that this is 
a general statement against all same-sex intimate relationships 
of any kind, for all time.

What do you think?

If a man lies with a male as with a woman,  
both of them have committed an abomination;

they shall be put to death;  
their blood is upon them.” 

— Leviticus 20:13

The Death Penalty  
in Leviticus 20

Jumping forward two chapters from our previous reference, 
we find the “male lying with male” prohibition repeated, but this 
time with a specific punishment attached. And it’s quite straight-
forward: “they shall be put to death”. What do we do with this?

Once again, I start with a few questions:

1. What is the context for this verse, and why is the 
prohibition repeated so soon after the first reference?

2. What are the general parameters for calling for the 
death penalty in Scripture?

3. What can we learn by from the assignment of the death 
penalty to this prohibition?
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# Nation Executions in 2012

1 People’s Republic of China 4,000+

2 Iran 314+

3 Iraq 129+

4 Saudi Arabia 79+

5 United States 43

6 Yemen 28+

7 Sudan 19+

8 Afghanistan 14

9 Gambia 9

10 Japan 7

11 North Korea 6+

This is especially troubling when we look at research describ-
ing how executions in the U.S. are mostly conducted on the 
poorest and most vulnerable populations, and how often con-
victions are overturned because the evidence isn’t really there.

Of course, that’s another whole essay in itself. Let’s end this 
section by simply pointing out that a literal reading and appli-
cation of Leviticus 20 in the traditional understanding would 
require us to execute all gay males who have ever engaged in sex. 
Fortunately there are very few Christians who advocate for this.

“It is better and more satisfactory to acquit a thousand guilty 
persons than to put a single innocent one to death.” 

— 12th-century Jewish legal scholar Maimonides

Using the Death Penalty to  
cross-reference commandments

Leaving the general death penalty debate behind, I believe 
we can learn more about our main topic by looking for other 
laws that call for capital punishment. These crimes are a minor-
ity across all of the Law. Judaic tradition holds that there are 
613 different commandments total, but only 36 them call for 
execution if violated. Because it is a small group, and many of 
the rules are repeated across multiple books (primarily Exodus, 
Leviticus and Deuteronomy), we can make some comparisons 
between each collection of laws.

In fact, we can find every single prohibition in Leviticus that 
calls for the death penalty repeated in the book of Deuteronomy. 
Well, all except one. That’s right, the general prohibition against 
male-with-male sex is not in Deuteronomy. However, there 
is a death penalty applied in Deuteronomy against “male cult 
prostitutes” or “qadesh” (6945 ׁשֵדָק) which were otherwise not 
mentioned by name in Leviticus.

I wonder if there’s a connection here?

Judah and Tamar

In Genesis 38 we find Judah purchasing the services of a 
“wayside prostitute” (actually his daughter-in-law Tamar) while 
on a journey. When he attempts to send the payment later, he 
enters the nearby town and openly asks the people “where is the 
temple prostitute who was [here]?” (Genesis 38:21).

The Hebrew word used here is qedeshah (6948 הָׁשֵדְק), which 
is the feminine version of qadesh (6945 ׁשֵדָק). Both are directly 
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...the law is laid down not for the innocent but  
for the lawless and disobedient,  

for the godless and sinful,  
for the unholy and profane,  

for those who kill their father or mother,  
for murderers, fornicators, sodomites,  

slave traders, liars, perjurers, 
and whatever else is contrary to the sound teaching... 

— 1 Timothy 1:9b-10a

What are the  
Arsenokoites  

in 1 Timothy?
Jumping straight over the Gospels and Acts, which contain 

no direct prohibitions against homosexuality18, we begin our 
first New Testament study in the book of 1 Timothy.

Our first two out of the three passages both use our focus 
word, translated “sodomites” above, but the second passage in 
1 Corinthians adds a second word so I decided to swap the 
traditional book order for the purposes of this book. We will 
build on the word study in the following chapter.

18 Context of statements against divorce by Jesus do not address homo-
sexuality in the direct way our other verses do, so they are not included here. 

Here are my questions for our discussion of 1 Timothy:

1. Is there anything different about our study of the New 
Testament, compared to the Tanakh?

2. What is this arsenokoites word? What does it mean?
3. What is the author’s19 teaching intent in this passage?

Studying in the New Testament

Now that we’re moving into the New Testament, there are a 
few differences we’ll find in our study methods. I’ll try to explain 
how and why I’m approaching things in this section.

Cross-referencing in the canon is not possible

As you’ve seen, I’ve spent a lot of time in cross-referencing 
studies for our first three passages in the Tanakh. I hope you’ll 
agree that it was helpful to pull together a variety of references 
for each passage to help us get at the meaning of the instructions.

Unfortunately, we simply cannot do that in the Bible for our 
three New Testament passages. There are no other places in 
Scripture where the same words are used, or other sections that 
refer back to them. We are left with three brief sets of verses that 
seem to stand alone.

What we can do is:

1. Realize that these passages are written with deep 
knowledge and reverence for the Tanakh.

19 While some Bible scholars believe that 1 Timothy was written by an 
anonymous disciple of Paul in his name posthumously (an accepted practice 
at the time), we’ll use the traditional attribution of Paul for this chapter.
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Bible Version Year Arsenokoites

Wycliffe 1382 to them that do lechery with men

Geneva Bible 1599 buggerers

King James Version 1611 them that defile themselve with mankind

Darby 1890 sodomites

Young’s Literal 1898 sodomites

American Standard 1909 abusers of themselves with men

Worldwide English 1969 men who have sex with other men

The Living Bible 1971 homosexuals

New International 1973 perverts

New Revised Standard* 1989 sodomites

Good News Translation 1992 sexual perverts

Contemporary English* 1995 who live as homosexuals

New Living Translation* 1996 who practice homosexuality

Holman Christian Standard 1999 homosexuals

English Standard Version* 2001 men who practice homosexuality

Today’s NIV* 2001 for those practicing homosexuality

New English Translation* 2006 practicing homosexuals

Expanded Bible 2011 who have sexual relations with 
people of the same sex [are practicing 
homosexuals]

New American Bible RE 2011 sodomites

New International* 2011 those practicing homosexuality

* The marked versions above use gender-inclusive language as appro-
priate for the context. Note that some decide this term only refers to men, 
following the original Greek, and some expand it to include women.

It seems that we have a general drift in translation from the 
older to the newer translations. The older translations could 
be seen to generally imply an abusive situation, from “abusers 
of themselves with mankind” to “sodomites” which could imply 
rape. Most modern translators, starting in the 1970s, interpret 
this word as generally describing all homosexual people, or at 
least all homosexual acts by men. Our question remains: is this 
accurate, or is it driven by our traditional modern Christian 
cultural environment and assumptions?

What can we learn from  
the use of the word in context?

Returning to our text, let’s expand out from this one isolated 
word and look at our context.

The first epistle to Timothy

We don’t have time or space to dive in deep on the entire 
book. Let’s remember that this is a short letter from one man 
to another (which we Christians affirm to be inspired by God), 
written in a specific time and place, with a particular set of goals. 
This one appears to consist of general advice for the leader of an 
early Christian church.

Paul’s main point in the introduction

Paul begins with a greeting in the name of “God our savior and 
Christ our hope”, and then immediately dives into his concerns 
about proper teaching in the church.

His primary concern for correct teaching is love—love that 
comes from a pure heart, clear conscience and sincere faith. 
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It seems reasonable to think that the sets of terms on each of 
the lines 1-4 and 6 may be intended to be read as related con-
cepts. Is it possible there is some form of connection between 
the three individual terms in 5? Let’s follow Justin Cannon’s 
suggestion to run with this speculation for a bit. Now back to 
our list of various translations, in the same order, but adding 
the entire set of three prohibitions (since we are theorizing that 
there may be a relationship between them) to see how they are 
interpreted. The original Greek words are listed at the top:

Ver Year Pornos Arsenokoites Andrapodistes

WYC 1382 fornicators to them that do 
lechery with men

sellers, or stealers, 
of men

GNV 1599 whoremongers buggerers menstealers

KJV 1611 whoremongers them that defile 
themselve with 
mankind

menstealers

Darby 1890 fornicators sodomites kidnappers

YLT 1898 whoremongers sodomites men-stealers

ASV 1909 fornicators abusers of them-
selves with men

menstealers

WE 1969 those who 
use sex in the 
wrong way

men who have sex 
with other men

those who steal 
people

TLB 1971 immoral and 
impure

homosexuals kidnappers

NIV 1973 adulterers perverts slave traders

NRSV 1989 fornicators sodomites slave traders

GNT 1992 the immoral sexual perverts kidnappers

Ver Year Pornos Arsenokoites Andrapodistes

CEV 1995 sexual perverts who live as 
homosexuals

kidnappers

NLT 1996 sexually 
immoral

who practice 
homosexuality

slave traders

HCSB 1999 sexually 
immoral

homosexuals kidnappers

ESV 2001 sexually 
immoral

men who practice 
homosexuality

enslavers

TNIV 2001 sexually 
immoral

those practicing 
homosexuality

slave traders

NET 2006 sexually 
immoral people

practicing 
homosexuals

kidnappers

EXB 2011 who take part in 
sexual sins

who have sexual 
relations with 
people of the same 
sex [are practicing 
homosexuals]

who sell slaves 
[are kidnappers/
slave traders]

NABRE 2011 the unchaste sodomites kidnappers

NIV 2011 sexually 
immoral

those practicing 
homosexuality

slave traders

Let’s take a closer look at the pair of outside terms to see if 
they can give us more insight for our uncommon center word.

Pornos (πόρνος 4205):  
From pernemi (to sell; akin to the base of piprasko); a (male) 
prostitute (as venal), i.e. (by analogy) a debauchee (liber-
tine)—fornicator, whoremonger.

Andrapodistés (ἀνδραποδιστής 405) 
Kidnapper, slave trader. An enslaver (as bringing men to his 
feet)—menstealer.
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“Fornicators, idolaters, adulterers,  
male prostitutes, sodomites,  

thieves, the greedy, drunkards,  
revilers, robbers 

— 
none of these will inherit  

the kingdom of God.” 
— 1 Corinthians 6:9-10

The Effeminate &  
Sodomites in  

1 Corinthians 6:9-10
Now that we have extensively discussed the term arsenokoites 

from 1 Timothy, we move on to the one other passage in the 
entire Bible where this word is used. Paul’s first letter to the 
church in Corinth is of course the first usage chronologically, 
but I switched the order because we add an additional term to 
our investigation in this passage. This new word is malakos and 
is translated as “male prostitutes” in the NRSV above.

I’ve chosen to use the more traditional translation of “effemi-
nate”, as seen in the King James and Young’s Literal Translation, 
for the title of this chapter for reasons that will become clear as 
we continue our research.

The questions I have for this next-to-last passage are:

1. What is this new word “malakos”, and what can it 
contribute to our understanding?

2. What can we learn about the usage of these lists in 
Paul’s writing?

3. How are these words used in context, and for instruc-
tion, in the first epistle to the Corinthians?

The Malakos

I hope you have found our exploration of the original lan-
guages helpful in our discussion so far, because we’re not done 
yet! In 1 Corinthians we find another controversal word that has 
been translated in various ways. However, this time the word is 
common in Greek usage of the time, and is also used in a few 
other verses in the Scriptures. Our discussion here will focus 
less on the literal dictionary definition, and more on what it 
might be intended to mean in context.

Malakos means “soft”

We’ll get to the context later, but it’s clear that we’re looking at 
a list of behaviors which limit the “inheritance of the Kingdom” 
among the Godly. Here’s the part of the list in Koine Greek that 
contains our two focus terms – both arsenokoites and malakos 

– along with one of the other words we looked at in 1 Timothy, 
pornos (οὔτε means “nor”):

πόρνοι οὔτε εἰδωλολάτραι οὔτε μοιχοὶ οὔτε 
μαλακοὶ οὔτε ἀρσενοκοῖται
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prison at this time, to the crowds immediately after talking with 
some of John’s followers. Apparently John had begun to doubt 
Jesus was the true Anointed One, and had sent representatives 
to ask in person. Jesus responds with an invitation to observe 
that “the blind receive their sight, the lame walk, the lepers are 
cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, and the poor have good 
news brought to them” (Matthew 11:5). Jesus claims that these 
are the signs that the kingdom of Heaven is being brought to 
Earth (“...on earth as it is in heaven...”).

Jesus turns back to the crowd from talking with John’s disci-
ples, and begins discussing John the Baptist. He asks the people 
what had attracted them to listen to John in the first place. Was 
he “a reed shaken by the wind”? Or “someone dressed in soft robes”? 
Both could be similar terms—a direct reference to Herod20, the 

one who claimed to be the legitimate leader 
of Israel. Herod had printed coins with the 

image of a reed, and he “bent back and forth” 
constantly trying to be accepted by both 
the religious leaders in Judaism as well as 
the Romans. He lived in luxury in the royal 
palace, wearing soft (malakos) robes, as one 
who had achieved what men would say is 
the goal of life.

Yet Jesus held up John in contrast, as one who is a prophet—
and more than a prophet (11:9-15). Not a soft, pliable sycophant 
seeking affirmation from the rulers of the world, but a man of 
God who confronts those rulers. John’s prophetic message, 

20  It’s possible Jesus also had in mind the description of God’s judgement 
on Ptolemy from the Jewish historical book of 3 Maccabees, verse 2:22— 

“He shook him on this side and that as a reed is shaken by the wind.”

wherein he “speaks truth to power”, included the condemnation 
of Herod’s divorce and subsequent remarriage to his brother’s 
wife. This marriage was calculated to gain support of certain 
key Jewish leaders to solidify his Roman-derived kingship and 
authority to continue oppressing his own people. John stood 
up to Herod’s immoral and power-grasping behavior, and was 
imprisoned and later executed for it. No bending here!

Jesus continues to express frustration with “this generation” 
(11:16-19), who insist on putting both John and Jesus into their 
framework of expectations for what Messiah will be instead of 
listening (11:15). He concludes: “yet wisdom is vindicated by her 
deeds”, which reminds me of how Matthew 7:15-20 describes 
identifying false prophets (by the fruits, the resulting actions or 
character attributes, of their teachings). This leads directly into 
one of Jesus’s negative comparisons of the crowds to the town 
of Sodom in the judgement (11:23) which we looked at earlier.

Sorry, it’s hard to stop once we get into the gospels! To wrap 
up, the only other uses of malakos in the New Testament are in 
a description of clothing that is first a sign of royalty, and maybe 
secondarily implying a certain moral weakness. The verse in 
Luke is in the parallel passage about John: “What then did you 
go out to see? Someone dressed in soft robes? Look, those who put 
on fine clothing and live in luxury are in royal palaces.” (Luke 7:25).

What about the Greeks?

So, the usages of malakos in the Gospels doesn’t seem to 
have a direct connection to homosexuality. Maybe we can learn 
something from how this word was used outside of Scripture? 
Fortunately for our research, malakos was used widely in Koine 
Greek writing outside of Christian circles.

Herod Antipas, “Reed”
Tiberias mint, 20 C.E.
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Ver Year Malakos Arsenokoites

WYC 1382 lechers against kind they that do lechery with men

GNV 1599 wantons buggerers

KJV 1611 effeminate abusers of themselves with 
mankind

Darby 1890 those who 
make women of 
themselves

who abuse themselves with men

YLT 1898 effeminate sodomites

ASV 1909 effeminate abusers of themselves with men

WE 1969 those who commit adultery of any kind, who have idols

TLB 1971 homosexuals

NIV 1973 male prostitutes homosexual offenders

NRSV 1989 male prostitutes sodomites

GNT 1992 homosexual perverts

CEV 1995 pervert behaves like a homosexual

NLT 1996 male prostitutes practice homosexuality

HCSB 1999 anyone practicing homosexuality

ESV 2001 men who practice homosexuality

TNIV 2001 male prostitutes practicing homosexuals

EXB 2011 male prostitutes 
[or passive homosexual 
partners]

men who have sexual relations with 
other men  
[or active homosexual partners]

NET 2006 passive homosexual 
partners

practicing homosexuals

NABRE 2011 boy prostitutes sodomites

NIV 2011 men who have sex with men

If we consider the Greek usage of malakos, you might notice 
how the older translations seemed to do a better job bringing 
those literal meanings forward directly. Until the 1970s, when 
homosexuality became a controversy in the conservative 
Christian world, it was consistently translated with the connota-
tion of “effeminancy” or “wantonness”. 

Two becoming one

You have probably noticed that there is more variation in 
translating malakos and arsenokoites in 1 Corinthians than we 
saw in 1 Timothy. The most obvious difference is how some 
choose to combine the two into a single concept, even though 
the Greek clearly has them as separate terms.

This is a good example of a dynamic style of translation, 
which goes beyond a literal transfer of words and attempts to 
convey the underlying ideas the original readers might have 
understood. In general this is a good thing, since a 2,000 year 
difference goes beyond common languages. However, it also 
requires the translator to interpret and make theological deci-
sions, which are always influenced by current context and the 
inherent biases every human being has. What we should do now 
is ask why the translators have made these decisions.

Amongst the single-concept translations, we see the transla-
tors choosing meanings as varied as “those who lust for their 
own kind”, an effeminate/womanly man (four times), male/boy 
prostitutes (four times) and perverts. Only one, the conserva-
tive NET Bible we discussed briefly back in chapter 1, chooses 
to unambiguously declare that malakos means “passive homo-
sexual partners”.

Since the sexual revolution in America began challenging 
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If we compile all the terms together and  sort by frequency of 
use, the top ten repeated terms are:

1. Fornicators (5 times)
2. Drunkard/Drunkeness (4 times)
3. Idolatry/idolator (4 times)
4. Greedy (3 times)
5. Jealousy (3 times)
6. Quarrels/Quarreling (3 times)
7. Robbers (3 times)
8. Anger (2 times)
9. Envy (2 times)

10. Gossip (2 times)

Arsenokoites and malakos are after position 15. Neither seem 
to be especially worrisome to Paul. Again, pederasty, a harmful 
and immoral form of homosexual activity, was widely known in 
culture at the time, yet this was not something that Paul seemed 
too concerned about. Of course, since pederasty was definitely 
sex outside of marriage and mostly involving multiple partners, 
it could possibly fall under the general “fornication/sexual im-
morality” and “adultery” labels.

The evolving of the list in 1 Corinthians

Within this one letter to the church in Corinth, we can find 
three of the lists. There seems to be a very strong connection 
between each of the individual lists, so much so that it seems 
they may be one list being developed in an intentional rhetori-
cal way. I’ve complied all the listed terms in the table below so 
that you can see how the list grows over the three back-to-
back repetitions:

I Corinthians 5:10 I Corinthians 5:11 I Corinthians 6:9-10

sexually immoral sexually immoral sexually immoral

greedy greedy greedy

robbers robbers robbers

idolator idolator idolator

reviler reviler

drunkard drunkard

adulterers

malakos

arsenokoites

thieves

Paul is using the list motif in building his argument – simul-
taneously adding items to his list every time he repeats it. Is 
it possible that the list itself is not meant to be the focal point, 
but that it is placed here to support his main argument? What 
would that argument be? We’ll look at that in the final part of 
this section.

So what can we learn from the lists?

Some Christians claim that homosexual orientation and/or 
practice is an especially important sin to God, either because 
of something inherently perverted or idolatrous, or because 
it tends to be something repeated without repentance, unlike 
something like stealing. However, even if our two somewhat 
ambiguous terms are condemning homosexuality, Paul certainly 
doesn’t seem to emphasize it in his lists. Only 2 of the 6 lists 
include words that could possibly imply homosexuality, even 
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     If I give away all my possessions, 
          and if I hand over my body so that I may boast, 
          but do not have love, 
               I gain nothing.

     Love is patient;
          love is kind; 
               love is not envious or boastful or arrogant or rude.

     It does not insist on its own way; 
          it is not irritable or resentful; 
               it does not rejoice in wrongdoing, 
          but rejoices in the truth. 

     It bears all things,
          believes all things,
               hopes all things,
                    endures all things.

     Love never ends. 
     But as for prophecies, they will come to an end;
          as for tongues, they will cease;
               as for knowledge, it will come to an end.

     For we know only in part, 
          and we prophesy only in part;
     but when the complete comes, 
          the partial will come to an end.

     When I was a child, 
          I spoke like a child, 
                    I thought like a child, 
                              I reasoned like a child;
          when I became an adult, I put an end to childish ways.

     For now we see in a mirror, dimly, 
          but then we will see face to face.

     Now I know only in part;
          then I will know fully, even as I have been fully known.

     And now faith, hope, and love abide, these three;
          and the greatest of these is love.
 
This reminds me of the conversation Jesus had with the 

expert on the Law who asked him his opinion on what is the 
greatest of the 613 commandments:

‘The first is,  
“Hear, O Israel: the Lord our God, the Lord is one;  
you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart,  
and with all your soul,  
and with all your mind,  
and with all your strength.” 

The second is this,  
“You shall love your neighbour as yourself.”  
There is no other commandment greater than these.’ 

— Mark 12:29-31
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Well, that’s what I’m seeing today. Maybe you are seeing 
something different? We have just one more passage to go 
before we wrap up our little project, and it’s definitely the un-
derstood to be the strongest one for the traditional side of the 
debate. Let’s see what we can learn in the Epistle to the Romans.

“God gave them up to degrading passions. 

Their women exchanged natural intercourse  
for unnatural, and in the same way also the men,  

giving up natural intercourse with women,  
were consumed with passion for one another. 

Men committed shameless acts with men  
and received in their own persons  

the due penalty for their error.” 
— Romans 1:26-27

Unnatural Acts  
in Romans 1:26-27

Our last text is also the one that seems to be the clearest 
condemnation of homosexual activity. Of all verses in the Bible, 
it is the only one that could refer to lesbians in the original lan-
guage. There are no words that are difficult to translate, even if 
we might need to look at interpretation and meaning in context, 
and the passage is clearly part of the new covenant that applies 
to Christians. This single verse has stopped many Christians 
from affirming their LGBT brothers and sisters in relationships, 
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shall not murder; You shall not steal; You shall not covet”; and 
any other commandment, are summed up in this word, “Love 
your neighbor as yourself.” 

Love does no wrong to a neighbor;  
therefore, love is the fulfilling of the law. 

— Romans 13:8-10

Paul is using the words of Jesus to establish a new way of 
judging moral codes, laws and to determine what behaviors we 
should regard as sin. Instead of following a list of rules without 
question, we are always to ask ourselves: “is this truly, deeply, 
loving my neighbor?”

Why do you pass judgment on your brother or sister? 
Or you, why do you despise your brother or sister?  
For we will all stand before the judgment seat of God. 

— Romans 14:10

This sounds similar to what we found in 1 Corinthians, and 
reminds me also of words Jesus spoke. Love, unity and not 
judging... feel free to call me a liberal, but it’s what I’m getting 
out of a straight reading of the text today anyway!

Back to Our Text: The Big Open

Ok, now that we’ve looked at one take on an overall theme 
for Romans, what about our core passage and the message about 
homosexuality? Let’s take a closer look at the first two chapters.

Paul’s masterful rhetoric

As we’ve established, Paul needs to put Jew and Gentile on 

the same moral plane before he can show them how they are 
equal in Christ. Instead of a straight-forward statement of this 
fact, he employs a clever rhetorical device for maximum impact 
(it reminds me of the prophet Amos, but that’s another book!):

1. Paul ends his greetings, stating his calling to bring the 
Gospel to Jews and Gentiles equally.

2. Yet in verse 1:18 he begins to build a case against the 
pagans (identified as “they”, the other):
a. They could see God in creation, yet did not 

acknowledge him.
b. “So they are without excuse”

c. They exchanged the glory of God for images of men 
and beasts – idols
d. Because of their idolatry, God gave them to serve 

the creature not the creator
e. Because of their idolatry, God gave them up to 

abandon natural sex for unnatural
f. Because of their idolatry, God gave them up to all 

immorality and wickedness
3. Then Paul throws the trap on the Jewish believers 

(identified as “you”) who were likely feeling pretty 
superior by now:

4. “Therefore you have no excuse, whoever you are, when 
you judge others; for in passing judgment on another 
you condemn yourself, because you, the judge, are 
doing the very same things.” (2:1)

That is, Paul points out that the Jews also participate in the 
immorality and wickedness of the world, even though they have 
the genetics (“nature”) and the Law. Even though they have not 
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“I still have many things to say to you,  
but you cannot bear them now.  
When the Spirit of truth comes,  

he will guide you into all the truth;  
for he will not speak on his own,  
but will speak whatever he hears,  

and he will declare to you  
the things that are to come.” 

— John 16:12-13

Leading Into All Truth
 
We have now covered the six main passages in the Bible 

which are traditionally seen as exluding homosexuality as 
part of a faithful and holy Christian life. While there is much 
more I could write about other arguments or even to discuss 
the positive case that compells me to advocate for inclusion 
despite rejection from my former conservative community and 
family, I would like to cover just one more topic briefly before 
we conclude our conversation.

That is, what is the role of experience in coming to new un-
derstandings of Scripture?

A common theme among the testimonies of those Christians 
who have begun accepting and affirming homosexuality as equal 

to heterosexuality before God is an experience with another 
human being (or their own experiences, if they are gay), not 
an intellectual confrontation. Many evangelical Christians are 
concerned about this re-interpretation of the Bible being led by 
an experience outside the Scriptures. However, I would like to 
show that the Bible itself testifies to this being the way the Spirit 
is continuing to “lead us into all truth” as Christ promised.

1. The Acts of change and expansion
2. Inclusion of a sexual minority in the church 
3. A mystical experience challenges a learned scholar
4. Saint Peter wrestles with inclusion

The Acts of the Apostles: Changing and Expanding

Many conservatives are suspicious of any experiential 
elements in Christianity, preferring to focus only on the Bible. 
Yet the Scriptures themselves are full of descriptions of how 
experiences with the Spirit working through people around us 
change everything. In fact, you could say that our entire religion 
is founded on the idea that encounters with God should send 
us back to relearn what we always thought we knew. Nowhere is 
this more clear to me than in the book of Acts.

God works in expansive ways in Acts

Professor, theologian and psychologist Richard Beck 
describes the section of Acts between Pentacost and the mis-
sionary journeys of Paul on his “Experimental Theology” blog 
as such:
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“I give you a new commandment,  
that you love one another. 

Just as I have loved you,  
you also should love one another. 

By this everyone will know that you are my disciples,  
if you have love for one another.” 

— John 13:34-35

Final Thoughts

We’ve now completed the look at the traditional passages 
often given in conservative Christian circles to exclude accep-
tance of same-sex marriage. These are my answers to the initial 
questions I was asked, about how I can hold to the authority of 
Scripture while embracing my gay brothers and sisters in full 
fellowship and celebrating same-sex marriage.

I would be quite surprised if someone from a conservative 
Christian mindset changed their mind to support same-sex mar-
riage simply by reading what has been written so far. There are 
further arguments that compel me to advocate for this change. 
However, maybe we can agree that the Bible is not as clear-cut 
as we might have thought before on this subject. Maybe there 
will be more willingness to listen and to question assumptions.

I’d like to conclude our conversation with the following:

1. What have we covered? A summary.
2. What does the future hold?
3. Wrapping up my story, so far.

What Have We Learned?

I can’t speak for you, but in the process of this project I have 
learned and had reinforced a number of things. I’ll summarize 
here, and you can compare your experience to mine.

Can and should we re-examine the traditional interpretations?

We’ve seen that the Bible is a complex revelation that has 
never remained static in Christian community interpretation. 
There are many examples of previous ways of reading for social 
issues that we are grateful to have corrected (heliocentrism, 
slavery, antisemitism, interracial marriage, etc), and I suggest 
that this leaves open a strong possibility that homosexuality 
may not be as clearly condemned in Scripture as we were taught.

We also know that there is much pain and division between 
gay and straight people, in much of general American society, 
and the church. Regardless of where we may assign blame, this 
pain and conflict should drive us to make sure we are handling 
the situation as wisely and in as Christ-like a manner as possible.

Under the Law, in the Tanakh

We examined three passages, taking into account some cul-
tural context, Hebrew word study, and cross-referencing in the 
context of all of Scripture.
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missed is that this resistance often comes from your own 
religious tradition, not from the outside culture. After all, our 

“world” has always been the conservative church. It is within this 
community that we feel called to move forward with the Spirit.

Join Us in the Conversation

So what’s next for you? Are you convinced that we can no 
longer have confidence in the traditional translations and 
willing to listen to the testimonies of gay Christians? Are you 
still uncomfortable with changing something so embedded in 
your core, but willing to consider that those who have changed 
are not throwing out Scripture to do so?

Wherever you are on this journey, I urge you to join the con-
versation. Add your voice to the dialog, but more importantly 
extend your ear and your heart. Watch less for rule-following, 
which is often rooted in cultural understandings, and more for 
the fruit of the Spirit.

I would like to end with a quote from a former Southern 
Baptist pastor who has been on the journey to full inclusion. He 
has been removed from his denomination for doing so, yet has 
gained a relationship of healing with his family.

“I think too often we look at the LGBT people as an issue. 
We look at our theology from a petri dish trying to analyze 
them and fix them.  So what I’ve told people is that we have 
to make a distinction between the scientist and the medical 
doctor, which is analogous to the theologian and the pastor. 
As a doctor, the theologian’s kept telling me “keep giving this 
medicine.” But this one application of scripture is literally 

killing people and you keep telling me to give it. As a doctor, 
I’m telling you it’s not working. You guys might know the 

“Science” but when you bring it to real life practical situa-
tions—it doesn’t work. It isn’t bearing good fruit. Because of 
this, our interpretation needs to be recalled and re-evaluated 
until it no longer does harm,  because that is the end of the 
commandment.”21

“...the fruit of the Spirit is love,  
joy, peace, patience, kindness, generosity,  
faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control. 

There is no law against such things.” 
— Galatians 5:22-23

21  Danny Cortez interviewed by Eliel Cruz at ReligionNews.com 
http://bit.ly/cortez-doctrine
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Appendix 
“There is no longer Jew or Greek,  

there is no longer slave or free,  
there is no longer male and female;  

for all of you are one in Christ Jesus.” 
— Galatians 3:28

On Marriage

While the primary focus of this book is on homosexuality 
in general, the conservative Christian community in America is 
very concerned about the changing institution of marriage. This 
appendix is a brief discussion of how we might react to same-sex 
marrage from a reading of the Bible.

There is an assumption in many conservative Christian circles 
today that the 1950’s American understanding of a nuclear het-
erosexual family has always been the idealized norm for God’s 
people. However, this is not born out by a careful reading of the 
Bible, or a look at history. Let’s look at:

1. What is marriage like in the Tanakh?
2. What does the New Testament say about marriage?
3. How has marriage changed through the centuries?

Marriage in the Tanakh

What many call “Biblical marriage” today looks very different 
from ancient contexts in the Tanakh.

The creation of Adam and Eve

There are two creation accounts in Genesis, and they are 
often used to as proof that God meant every marriage to look 
exactly like a heterosexual marriage. Is that true?

• In the first creation narrative (Genesis 1:1-2:4), both 
man and woman are made in God’s image equally 
(Genesis 1:27). Some suggest that “man and woman” can 
be considered a form of speech called a merism which 
uses two ends of a spectrum to include the entire range, 
similar to God creating the “heavens and the earth” or 
calling God the “alpha and omega”. This could imply that 
intersex, transgender, and other non-traditional gender 
forms are also included in God’s good creation.

• In the second creation narrative, at first only one human 
is created, the adam. But the Lord God remarks that it is 
not good for a human to be alone. A suitable partner is 
formed by splitting the human into two. Not the story 
you’re used to? The word often translated “rib” is more 
accurately “side”, and can be understood to be a dividing 
action. “Adam” is not a proper name at all, but a label 
closely related to the Hebrew word for earth (in English, 
we might say “human from the humus”)—Genesis 5:1.  
The KJV’s “helpmeet” has been misunderstood to imply 

“assistant/lower partner” instead of “appropriate partner.”




